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Preface 

Research Committees of the international Sociological Asso- 
ciation (ISA) meet every two years: to coincide with the ISA's congresses 
(held every fourth year) and at their own meetings between congresses. 
Althougli the ISA's congress has never met in Poland its Research Commit- 
tees occasionally meet here. 

During the ISA Congress in Montreal in 1998, the then Secretary of the 
Research Committee on History of Sociology (RCHS), Jennifer Platt, sug- 
gested that the next interim conference of this Committee should be organ- 
ised in June 2000 in Toruri, Poland, at the Institute of Sociology of Nicho- 
las Copernicus University (NCU). After a debate and voting, the Committee 
accepted this motion and we started to work. We were very pleased with 
that decision, particularly because in the 1990% in the NCU's Institute of 
Sociology a number of significant research and dissemination initiatives 
were undertaken in the field of history of  Polish sociology. The Research 
Committee on History of Sociology of the Polish Sociological Association 
has its headquarters here. Archive of Polish Sociology is also located here. 
In addition, this is the centre of research on the biographical dictionary of 
Polish sociology as well as on the almanac of Polish sociology. 

When preparing the RCHS interim conference, we wanted to stress the 
idea of the establishing of the national archives of sociology and to make 
the co-operation between the existing archives easier. It seems to us that 
this task has been fulfilled. 

At the Toruri three-day conference, about 30 scholars participated from 
12 European countries and from the US, Canada and Australia. The pro- 
gramme, prepared mostly by the Secretary of  the Committee, Christian 
Fleck, consisted of a number of sessions. There were the following the- 
matic sessions: "Search of a 'Good Society': The Concept of  Sociology as 
" 'h""..", c , ;  ,.,,, , :., +L,. U;,, ,,,, ,f I ( A , . C , , ; \ , P T  ," , l r p  ,.TiQt",.\, 
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Christian Fleck and Dirk Raith 
Uiiversitv of Graz, Austria 

~ r n i ~ r k  Social Scientists from Austria: 
A Prosopography 

T h e  migration of scliolars from Nazi Germany and later on 
Nazi-ruled Europe abroad is a well-researched chapter of conteinporary 
history. Some think it is an exhausted topic already. 

Looking at the relevant literature published on the subject since the 
1950s, one can see major shifts in emphasis, approach and perspective 
having taken place within the Ilistoriography of scholarly exile. The focus 
has been markedly moved away from the traditional narratives of individu- 
als and their success and influence, towards a more "socio-historical" or 
"sociological" look at scientific emigration. In a number of investigations 
undertaken since the early 1980% the interest has shifted away from a pre- 
sentist portrait back to the historical facts, and from intellectual products 
and impact to the actual processes of scholarly production. Especially in 
the German speakiny countries this development was encouraged by the 
publication of the voluminous "International Dictionary of Central Euro- 
pean ~ m i g r i s  1933-1945". Come to the fore have questions pertaining to 
the chances scholars belonging to different disciplines, generational units, 
informal networks and national "cultures of science" actually had (or had to 
take) in order to find their feet, or  not, in their respective countries of ref- 
tlge, and in what ways tlie very incidence and the experience of the emigra- 
tion shaped the lhistory of the respective disciplines (cf. Coser 1984, Strauss 
1991, Feiclltinger 2000). It is a more colorft~l and balanced picture that has 
begun to emerge from these studies, showing that emigration had neither 
been a guaranteed win-win situation for the individual exiles, nor, in total, 
a zero-sum "morality play" starring Fascism and Democracy, directed by 
I-iistory, as was still implied by notions like tlie "Exodus of Reason" 
i " . . . :L!  . . - , l . . .  r,",..: ,.,, ,",,L, 

Our own project, the main findings of which we would like 10 briefly 
introduce on tlie following pages, owes a lot to these prevlous investigations, 
in terms of perspective as well as of data, which are especially hard to get 
at in the case of tlie emigres. Right from the start, however, we faced yet 
another fundamental problem, i.e.: how to define our population "Austrian 
social scientists" in the first place. 

The Data Set 

The aim of our investigation was to draw co~nparisons between 
emigres and non-kmigres ("remainers"), in particular in the field of sociol- 
ogy. Since there was nothing like an established field of specialization or 
a profession of sociologists, we could not rely on ready-made inventories 
like lists of faculty members, course listings or  scholarly yearbooks. To re- 
strict the analysis to those listed in university directories would have led to 
a false picture from the start. In trying to identify social scientists in Aus- 
tria between the wars, it is pointless to look only to the universities, be- 
cause whel.ever the subject did exist at all, it was badly underdeveloped and 
underemployed. We therefore decided to construct a sample of social sci- 
entists in general, without any reference to occupational positions within or 
outside the u~iiversities, without any preconception with regard to the emi- 
gration aspect or to any narrowly defined field of specialization. However, 
we wanted to have data at hand to say sometliing about commonalities and 
differences between refugees and "remainers". How to do this? 

We made the claim that someone could be accepted as a social scientist, 
if he or she had published at least one article or else two reviews in one of 
the social scientific journals during the thirty years between the middle of  
tlie 1920s and of the 1950s, respectively. Therefore, we identified a set of 
all tlie then well-known journals published in Austria, Germany (n = 14), 
and England, France and the U.S. (n = 22). 

The reason why we included non-German language journals is a simple 
one: We had good reason to presume that the Austrian emigres were rela- 
tively young at the time when they left their country of origin. Conse- 
quently, it would have been difficult for them to publish papers before they 
were forced out of Austria. Political partisanship and racial prejudice may 
have also played a role in preventing them from publishing. Additionally, 
one iilust bear in mind that politically active young university graduates 
submitted their first papers mostly to journals of opinion of  their own re- 
spective ideological in-group and hence avoided academic j o t ~ r n a l s . ~  

I Marie Jahoda. Paul Lazarsfeld. Hens Zeisel. 4lcuandrr  Grrci.hrnl.i.nn ., 



On the other hand, it seemed fair against the "remainers" to stretch the 
period of investigation into the 1950s, because some of thein did not have 
a chance to publish their papers during the Nazi period, but' afterwards. 
Serving in the Wehrmacht and likely also being detained for several ad- 
ditional years as a prisoner of war caused delays in academic careers. To 
take this point into account, w e  extended the observation period up to 
1955, so that everyone who was silenced during the war or had the burden 
of a second period of studying had a chance to publish something, at least 
one paper. 

While in this way we derived at a fairly reasonable and workable defi- 
nition of social scientists, we came to see that it is also no easy task to de- 
fine who was an Austrian. In our sample of Austrian social scientists be- 
tween 1925 and 1955 (n = 297), of which 202 or  rougllly two thirds left or 
were forced out of the country at one time,' Austrian does not signify citi- 
zenship or place of birth or other criteria of nationality. It only means that 
someone lived or studied in Austria for at least two years. However, most 
of the social scientists we included actually have stronger bonds to Austria, 
so the former is just the bottom line or minimal definition. 

Some findings 

Still, to speak about Austrians might cause some irritation be- 
cause of a seemingly arbitrary separation from the Germans. Apart from the 
fact, however, that, in both countries, scholars were forced to leave their 
posts, it is also true that there have been some telling differences between 
these two groups of victims of Nazi policy. To mention just the most impor- 
tant ones, with respect to the fate of the 6migres from these two countries: 
First of all, the Nazi movement took over power (it was handed over to 
them, to be historically correct) in 1933, but invaded Austria only five 
years later (again, to be completely correct, a remarkable part of her popu- 
lation, as of her academics, were in favor of the so called Anschluss). Other 
things being equal, the simple fact of the time of emigration, in terms of 

published their first more or less scientific paper  i n  Social Democratic magazines, like Der 
Kompf or Arbeil und CVirtscho/i, both journals beyond comparison to their present day  
counterparts. 

We checked the data more than once, but  the ratio of two emigres to one "remainer" 
is very stable and indeed surprising, compared with the overall rate of emigration from 
Austria and Germany. Rougilly 1500 scholars of  all fields who held at least a habilitation 
left Germany after 1933, which is about one fifth of all people of similar rank.  Admittedly, 
the 65 per cent rate of emigration is congruent with estimates of German CmigrC economists 
nn i l  ~n~.inlooicis h181 rhr  nl8rhnrc iln not ~ v n l a i n  h"," t h P v  nhfa inpr l  thei r  r r ~ ~ l l r r  

individual age, but lnaybe even more itnportantly so in terms of historical 
time, could eventitally decide between success or  failure, to put it strongly. 
Thus, one would expect that the Germans, in average starting the race for 
jobs with a comfortable five-year lead over tlie Austrians, should have 
been in a much better position to secure sound jobs. Yet, tlie late 1930s, 
and notably the early war years offered significantly more opportunities for 
social scientists, at the colleges and universities as well as in tlie different 
state departments, than were available during the aftermath of the world 
economic crisis. 

However, one could also find scholarly more relevant differences. Insti- 
tutionally, Germany's universities expanded during the Weimar Republic, 
whereas Austria was compelled to reduce its systeln of higher education 
due to the shrinking influx of students from tlie non-German-speaking 
parts of the old empire. New universities were established in post World 
Wat- I - Germany, in Cologne, Frankfurt, Hamburg for example, whereas 
the newly created Repz~blik Deutsch-Osterreich lost at least one Gertnan 
speaking university, the one in Czernowitz, and experienced an increase of 
professors who opted for the German speaking successor state. As the true 
heir of the old empire, the tiny new state's civil servant population in- 
creased, while at the same time the institutional environment was shrinking. 

As a consequence of these differences, some new fields of study could 
establish themselves in German universities but not in Austria. Chairs in 
sociology, e.g., were created in Frankfurt, Cologne, Hamburg and else- 
where in Germany, but nothing similar happened in Austria. 

To illustrate the differences between the two osmotic neigliboring 
countries further, we juxtapose some ratios, comparing the number of stu- 
dents, of all faculty, of the social scientists who received a fellowship from 
the Rockefeller Foundation before World War 11, and the number of emi- 
gres in economics (as we already mentioned earlier, there are not only no 
comparative data for sociology, but it wouldn't lnake sense to try to pro- 
duce some). These ratios just illustrate some of  the differences between 
Germany and Austria and hint to some of thc problems each country was 

j facing during the interwar years. 
In 1930, approximately 100,000 students attended 23 universities in Ger- 

many, whereas approximately 15,000 students populated the three universi- 
ties remaining from the larger academic market of the Austrian-Hungarian 
Empire. However, around 1930 the ratios of  Austl-ians to Gertnans looked 
very different at the following levels of  the systeln of higher education. 

These data suggest that Austria's better-educated part of the pop~tlation 
experienced troubles in getting suitable jobs. Therefore, it is no surprise 
that graduates were looking for opportunities abroad long before the era of 
dictatorship started. The historical literature provides atnple evidence for 
this intellectual migration durine the 1920s. 



T h e  over-production o f  talents in Austria has had more than onc root. 
'The role Vienna played as  the tnetropolis o f  the Habsburg Empire contrib- 
uted to a constellatiotl which for a very long period used to be called the 
"hydrocephalus syndrome". It reFers to the  oversupply o f  better-educated 
civil servants and other white-collar employees in Vienna,  because there 
were the different headquarters fo r  the huge empire, and well-educated fa- 
thers sought for their  sons, rarely in these days for their daughters, similar 
status by investing in education. 

Table 1: Ratios of academic indices for Austria and Germany around 1930 

Austria : Germany 

Population 1 : 10 
Universities I : 7.6 
Students 1 : 6.6 
Faculty 1 : 1 3  
Rockefeller Fellows 1 : 2.5 
imigr6 Economists l : 2.3 

Sources: For Population: Mitchell 1992; for Universities, students a n d  fiiculty: 'l'itze, 
1987, Rockefeiler Fellorus: Rockrfellel. i\rchive Cznrel- ( R A C )  files, Economists: Krohn  & 
I-lapemann 1999 (our calculations). 

Another reason, which is not independent from the former one, is the 
higher proportion o f  Jews or  people o f  Jewish origin in Vienna compared to 
all other German-speaking university cities.' A third factor could be found 
in the  troubles the Austrian governments experienced throughout the whole 
inter-war period. While the  Weimar Republic went through a period of 
economic recovery in the midst o f  the 1920s,  the  Austrian government re- 
stricted the federal budget much more and the consequences were visible 
especially in higher education, where the  over-aged faculty was  a well- 
-known phenomenotl and could be seen by everyone. 

Our  data provide indeed ample evidence that  the observation of a "hydro- 
cephalus" also holds true when it comes t o  social scientists during the in- 
ter-war period. Overall, close to two  thirds of this group (61%) had been 
born in Vienna, while the percentage is still more impressive when places 
o f  secondary education (80%) or  o f  university at tendance are concerned 
(74%). The  table below hints at these remarkable regional differences, and 
it also shows that, while later emigrants showed much tighter links with 

' According to statistics published by the Birreolr f i r  Stntisrik der Jirden (1905 and 
1908) thc rate of  Jewish students in Prussia i n  the first decadc of the 20th century was 
about 9 per cent whereas thc comparable number for Austria was nearly 16 per cent before 
the collapse of the Empire. Later data arc not very trustwot.thy, because of  the nationalist 
-....--c1:.".tin.l nf ,h,. l , ~ \ ~ i Q l ,  ,,l.nhlr", 

Vienna, those who remained and often filled t h e  positions left vacant by the 
Cmigrks came significantly more often from the German-speaking prov- 
inces. 

Table 2: Places of origin and study of Austrian social scientists 

Emigrants Remainers 
born in . . .  studied in . . .  born in ... studied in ... 

MetropolitanVienna 134 (66%) 135 (78%) 24 (42%) 30 (60%) 
Present day Austria 9 (5%) 9 (5%) 1 1  (20%) 8 (16%) 
Rest of Monarchy 44 (22%) 9 (5%) I5 (26%) 5 (10%) 
Other countries IS (7%) 20 (12%) 7 (12%) 7 (14%) 
Total 202 (100%) 173 (100%) 57 (100%) 50 (100%) 

The two samples vary in sizc due to different amounts of information regarding the 
respective variables. "Place of study" refers to the first university attended. 

The  case o f  those coming from the non-German speaking regions o f  the 
monarchy is somewhat trickier. However, while more than half  o f  the later 
&migr&s o f  this group originated from eastern regions with a relatively high 
proportion o f  Jewish population, like Galicia,  two thirds o f  the later re- 
mainers o f  this group came from German-speaking enclaves in the  western 
part o f  the monarchy, like the Sudetenlande. 

Still, apart from these regional classifications, we  very often lacked the 
necessary additional data - like religious confession (n = 93) o r  informa- 
tion regarding the family background - to a l low for more reliable claims 
regarding the actual motives of emigration, o r  o f  staying in the country. 
Motives were certainly manifold, though one  can discern three different 
stages o f  the  emigration from Austria in which one  o f  the following reasons 
can be seen to have been dominant. 

One could begin with the 1920s when an increasing number o f  scholars 
left Austria, partly as  a reaction to the influx o f  educated people after  the 
breakdown of the Habsburg Empire, whetl every citizen had to choose be- 
tween one  o f  the follower states. Many o f  the  utiiversity graduates, referred 
to as  Aknciemiker, earning nothing more than their  cultural capital, to use 
Bourdieuian distinctions, opted not so  much for the tiny new republic than 
for the advantage to live in the then still great  and vital city o f  Vienna.  
During the 1920s, educated people were driven out o f  Austria primarily be- 
cause o f  the job  market. Often, Vienna served as  a "transit station" when, 
e.g. ,  Hungarians fleeing the Bolsheviks and later the anti-Bolshevik coun- 
tet-revolutionaries were stranded for shorter o r  longer periods in Vienna, 
before leaving again for Berlin, Leipzig, Oberlin,  or  ~oskva . "ne  could 



call the migration during tlie 1920s tlie usual brain drain Trotn an over- 
-producing market to a more r,eceptive one.  Yet, we would like to add that, 
even then, there were also political reasons that forced scholars to leave 
Austria. 

A well-known example for this mixture o f  opportunity and coercion is 
the sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld. H e  was away on a one-year Rockefeller 
fellowship in 1933 and about to find his feet  a t  Columbia University, when 
notice came o f  the seizure o f  power by the Austro-fascist movement. Like 
his fel low researchers in the pioneering sociography about Die Arbeirsiosen 
von Mnrienthal, Marie Jahoda and Hans Zeisel, Lazarsfeld had been active 
in the socialist movement since his schooldays, and chances wel-e small that 
he could go  on doing the kind o f  research which he had started in Austria at 
his Wirr.~chnjrrspsychoiogische Forschztngsstelle. At any rate, tlie opporto- 
liities for following up on his projects were much better a t  Columbia. 
Lazarsfeld managed to extend his fellowship and remained - except for 
a brief visit back - in the USA,  becoming one o f  the most influential so- 
ciologists, while Jahoda and Zeisel stayed politically active and in the 
country, until they were forced to leave, in 1937 and 1938, at first for Eng- 
land and then to the United States. 

But to come back to the point inade earlier, with regard to the first wave 
o f  emigration from Austria starting in the 1920s: we  see from tlie following 
table that, when numbers are  concerned, this  conventional "brain drain" has 
been relatively insignificant, compared t o  the numbers o f  scholars leaving 
the country each year after 1932, until the peak year of 1938, when almost 
every second o f  the social scientists in our  sample are recorded to have left 
the country.  

Table 3: Years of emigration: 

1925-1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 

until 1945 

Ceorg Lukacs spent some years in Vienna bu t  eventually ended u p  in Moskva as a member 
of the nomenklatura, E r n 8  Manhein~ studied under t lans Freyer in Leipzig before fleeing 
via London to the USA, Michael PolAnyi held a directorship at the Kaiser Wilhelm Inst i tute  
for Chemistry in Berlin bcfore thc Nazi takeovcr of power which drove him again into ex- 
;,. "C .... "" .......... : . . .  ,I... ,., .... :..,^l,..^...", ,,:"..-^ .-..- P,."",, ,"", 

However,  watched more closely, this small group o f  scholars  - includ- 
ing people like Joseph A. Schumpeter and the psychologist Paul Schilder, 
but also promising younger ones like Friedrich A. Hayek, Herbert Feigl, 
Gustav Seidler, Joseph L.  Kunz, Jacob L.  Moreno and Paul Lazarsfeld - 
performed significantly better than their colleagues who  were forced to 
leave a Few years later. While the  older ones had taken on appointments a t  
renowned universities, the youngsters in this group, with the exception o f  
Moreno, had had the chance to weld professional bonds while abroad on 
tlie pay-list o f  the Rockefeller foundation. All but three o f  these former 
Rockefeller fellows in our  sample (13 up until 1933, 5 between 1934 and 
1938) left Austria during the following years, most of them earlier than 
1938, still roughly every fourth prior to 1933. Without exception,  their 
destination o f  choice were the USA, and their careers were exceptional: as  
regards the positions they were able to secure, the speed in which they were 
able to d o  this, but also if one  looks a t  their productivity and reputation as  
writers.* 

T h e  next wave, the first with a primarily political background, hap- 
pened around 1933. But, unlike Germany, the first scholars who  became 
victims were not Jewish, liberal, or  left-wing academics but, astonishingly, 
Austrian Nazis who were forced out o f  their university posts by the right- 
-wing Catholic regime, which was also opposed t o  the Left .  There  were 
practically no members o f  the Social Democratic Workers Party in the uni- 
versities, not to mention Communists. 

Still, roughly two thirds o f  the 1933 eniigrants a t  this t ime had already 
been living in Germany. A few also held good positions a t  German uni- 
versities - like Emil Lederer, Hermann Heller, Friedrich Hertz or  Hans 
Nawiasky - from which they were dismissed, however, when the Geserz 
zur Wiederherstellung des Berufsbeamtentums against J ews  and political 
opponents was being executed in April 1933. None  o f  them, nor any o f  the 
others who had already moved over to Germany, however, actually came 
back to Austria. Either because of the political situation, o r  because they 
simply could not find a suitable job,  a t  any rate all o f  them preferred to 
move 011 to the United States or  England, the countries o f  refuge for [most 
of the Austrian dmigre social  scientist^.^ 

Under  the authoritarian regime in Austria, however, the  "normal" brain 
drain continued but at a slower pace. During the early 1930s,  conditions 

We calculated a few measures of productivily and reputation according to publica- 
Lions and citations based on the data available in ISTOR, in which three of these farmer 
Rockefeller fellows lead the pack, while still 8 of them figurc among the first fifteen. 

While the USA and England had served as save havens for 43% and 33%. resp., of  
the Auslriitn emigre social scientists immediately after they had fled, most of the refugees 
~noved on over the Atlanlic during the war, so that tinally about  three quarters of them ended 
uo i n  the llriited Stales, 



worsened, more with regard to the lack of political freedom than as a con- 
sequence of specific restrictions of academic freedom. Only social scien- 
tists active in the underground movement of the Revolutionary 'Socialists 
were victimized. 

The third wave of emigration, around the Anschluss in 1938, was tlie 
biggest one. At this time, political and racist persecution reached the uni- 
versities, too. Within two months, the Nazi regime repeated in former Aus- 
tria what it had done in Germany at a slower pace between 1933 and 1938. 

Before elaborating on this wave of migration, let us make a jump for- 
ward in time and draw attention to the fact that, after the defeat of the Nazi 
regime, a politically motivated migration took place once again. At this time, 
former Nazi party members from lower ranks who were unwilling immedi- 
ately to accept the new ideological conditions, by erasing their past politi- 
cal affinities, lost their jobs, and the brighter ones emigrated. 

T o  come back to the Nazi purge of 1938, the picture is not entirely 
clear. On the one hand, about 400 scientists of all branches, affiliated in 
some way to the universities, losttheir jobs, or 40 to 60 per cent, depending 
on whom one incli~des in the calculations, were forced out. However, the 
number of social scientists who were dismissed from their university posts 
is very small. 

Indeed, overall just about a third of the 6migrOs in our sample were ac- 
tually affiliated to the university in some way, compared to more than three 
quarters in the case of the remainers. Watched more closely, the breach 
opens up even more, showing that, for all ranks higher than Dozent, the 
considerably smallcr group of remainers even had higher values in absolute 
terms. In part, this disproportion can certainly be attributed to the fairly 
open discrimination of Jews within the Austrian academic landscape, long 
before National Socialism. However, there is yet another reason for i t  to be 
found in the fact that later emigrants were not only significantly less pro- 
gressed, but also considerably younger than the remainers. Indeed, by the 
year of  1938, the peak year of the emigration, the mean age of those who 
left was 38 years, compared to 49 for those who remained in the country. 
As is well known, averages show a certain bias towards the higher values, 
and they do not serve well to display the distribution within groups. I-IOW- 
ever, as is shown by the modal value (30 years) and in the table below, the 
majority of the emigres was still considerably younger than that. 

Table 4: Age cohorts of emigration 

Age 20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 -55 -60 older 
Numbers 10 14 27 29 27 20 12 7 7 10 

The overwhelming majority o f  them, as already indicated before, did 
not hold any academic positions prior to their emigration. Only about 10 
percent of those who managed to established themselves within the social 
scientific co~nmunity during our period of  investigation, however, had not 
even started their studies when they left Austria. The biggest single group 
arnong the emigrants in terms of academic profile were those holding 
nothing but their university degree (36%). 

When it comes to the disciplines the emigrants adhered to, we discov- 
ered the expected overhang of lawyers by degree (24%), followed by Stnnrs- 
wirsenschnftler (roughly political scientists) ( l  8%) and psychologists (IS%), 
while all the other disciplines finished decidedly below the 10% mark.' The 
situation looked different, however, when we got back to the same group 
a few years later, when for most of them it should have turned out where in 
tlie academic landscape they would finally end up. It turned out that, vir- 
tually, only tlie economists and psychologists could stick to their subjects, 
which increased to 28% and 26% of  affiliation by Austrian emigrants, re- 
spectively, while practically all of the studied lawyers, if they had inot done 
so earlier, had to look for something else. Sociology, up from a ineager 4% 
before the emigration, finished third with 17% of all the 6migr6s adhering 
to that subject. While close to twenty percent started or finished their stu- 
dies in the emigration, every sixth in our sample had to go back to univer- 
sity and finished with a second or third degree. 

Finally, when it comes to the careers the Austrians had, i t  can be said 
that, however, two thirds of those in our sample who sticked to academic 
life managed to attain a full professorship at one time. Certainly, the insti- 
tutions they taught at were markedly different in terms of quality, size and 
reputation. While still a third served at one of  the bigger, somewhat reputed 
institutions, only eight of  the emigres ended up at a blue-ribbon university, 
namely the sociologists Peter M. Blau and Paul Lazarsfeld, the economists 
Alexander Gerschenkron, Gottfried Haberler, Friedrich A. Hayek, Kal-l Pola- 
nyi and Josepli A. Schumpeter, and the philosopher Karl R. Poppel-. 

Some of them came back to Austria after 1945 to lecture, though none 
of them for good. As is well known, the official Austria was not ovel-exert- 
ing itself, to say the least, in order to bring back some of the sc1iola1-s who 
had left or been forced out of Austria at one time. Overall, we counted only 
31 scholars (roughly every sixth) who again re-migrated to Austria after 
the defeat of the Nazi regime, 24 of which also returned to an Austrian uni- 
versity to teach. 

The other disciplines wc categorized were: economics, ethnology, history, philoso- 
n h v .  snriolncrv a n d  a rrcidttol c-trnn-r,  
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The Myrdals and the Thomases 1930-1940: 
The Trials and Tribulations 
of a Cross-Atlantic Research Collaboration 

Introduction: A Cross-Atlantic Friendship 

Writ ings  on the intellectual origins o f  sociology are on thewliole 
framed by attempts to find factors explaining eventually successf i~l  intellec- 
tual products. Less attention has been paid to projects that went astl-ay, 
t l i rougl~ whicli visions were tempered and lessons learned. l'his paper pres- 
ents a brief "story" about tlie rise and ultimate fragmentation o f  all ambi- 
tious plan for collaborative cross-national research. Tlle proposed study on 
the relationship between industrialisatioti and socio-economic change was 
jointly conceived in tlie early 1930s by four equally eniinellt social re- 
searchers: Williatn Isaac and Dorothy Swaine  Tholnas and Gunnal- and Alva 
Myrdal.  It was designed to encompass many o f  their comp1enienta1.y inter- 
ests as  academic researchers, social reformers, friends and partners. The  
p!-oject never happened in its planned form but the existence in tlie Mysdal 
Archives in  Stockholm of  a collection o f  letters between them, and a copy 
o f  the funding proposal, enables us to follow tlie progress o f  tlie collabora- 
tion through the eyes o f  the participants. '  Tlie content  o f  these lettess points 
to the complex relationship between theoretical sociological visions, the 
processes o f  fund raising, data collection and writing, and the  political and 
personal contexts in which these researchers found themselves a t  a particu- 
lar t ime in the development o f  sociology. Tlie letters also bring evidence o f  

' The project is referred to i n  several biographical works about the klyrdals. See: Bok 
1987, Jackson 1990, Nilsson 1994, Akerman 1997. See also entries for W. I .  Tliomas and 
D. S. Thomas i n  Encyclopnedio of Social Sciences. Anlericn,? Nnlionnl Biogrop11.v a n d  Dce- 
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